Purpose: To develop and optimize a multislice glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chemical exchange saturation transfer (GagC-EST) sequence for volumetric imaging of articular cartilage, and to validate the sequence against T 1r relaxation times in whole joint imaging of tibiotalar cartilage. Methods: Ex vivo experiments were used to observe the effect of the number of partitions and shot TR on signal-tonoise ratio and measured GagCEST asym . GagCEST imaging of the entire tibiotalar joint was also performed on 10 healthy subjects. The measured GagCEST asym was compared and correlated with T 1r relaxation times. Results: Ex vivo studies showed a higher average GagCEST asym from articular cartilage on multislice acquisitions acquired with two or more partitions than observed with a single-slice acquisition. In healthy human subjects, an average GagCEST asym of 8.8 6 0.7% was observed. A coefficient of variation of GagCEST asym across slices of less than 15% was seen for all subjects. Across subjects, a Pearson correlation coefficient of À0.58 was observed between the measured gagCEST asym and T 1r relaxation times. Conclusions: We demonstrated the feasibility and optimization of multislice GagCEST mapping of articular cartilage. Volumetric analysis and decreased scan times will help to advance the clinical utility of GagCEST imaging of articular cartilage.
INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic, degenerative disease of the joint, which causes a high degree of morbidity, including loss of mobility and pain (1, 2) . Despite its widespread prevalence and high cost, pathogenesis in OA is still poorly understood (3) . Although OA is now widely viewed as a disease of the entire joint with many diverse etiologies, cartilage tissue degeneration is thought to be one of the predominant initiating events in the progression of OA (4, 5) . In its early stage, prior to measurable cartilage loss, OA is characterized by an increase in enzymatic degradation in cartilage, resulting in proteoglycan (PG) depletion (6) . Proteoglycans are complex macromolecules consisting of a protein core to which many negatively charged glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side chains are attached. Detection of changes in GAG content and distribution are vital for early diagnosis of OA and potential treatment monitoring.
MRI is increasingly being used to study and evaluate early OA changes in cartilage biochemical composition (7, 8) . Although conventional MRI provides sufficient contrast to visualize cartilage morphology, more advanced imaging strategies are necessary for understanding the underlying biochemical composition of cartilage that begins to break down in the earliest stages of OA. These advanced quantitative techniques include delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI of cartilage (dGEMRIC), sodium imaging, and T 1 relaxation in the rotating frame (T 1r ) (9, 10) . Sodium MR imaging captures signal from positively charged sodium ions, which exist in association with the negatively charged GAG side chains (11, 12) . Although it is highly specific to GAG, it requires special hardware and suffers from low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) because of the low concentration of sodium ions in cartilage and a reduced gyromagnetic ratio. dGEMRIC provides an assessment of GAG concentration through the use of the intravenous negatively charged contrast agent Gd(DTPA) 2À , which distributes in cartilage in inverse relation to the negatively charged GAG concentration (13, 14) . dGEMRIC has high SNR and sensitivity to GAG content, but is invasive and requires long wait times following injection of contrast agent. T 1r relaxation time mapping is another method that is sensitive to in vivo GAG and collagen content (15, 16) . In cartilage, the mechanisms of proton exchange and dipolar relaxations contribute to T 1r relaxation and make it sensitive to matrix macromolecular content and structure. Whereas the low frequency exchange of -OH and -NH protons on the GAG chains with bulk water protons alter both T 2 and T 1r relaxation times, the dominant dipolar interaction masks smaller changes in T 2 relaxation time caused by the exchange mechanism. Spin locking in the T 1r experiment refocuses or attenuates the dipolar interactions and makes the T 1r relaxation sensitive to other relaxation mechanisms such as low-frequency proton exchange (17, 18) . Although this allows T 1r relaxation time mapping to assess GAG content without the need for invasive contrast agents or specialized hardware, this method is not as specific for GAG content as other MR methods.
Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) is a new sensitivity enhancement mechanism used to indirectly detect metabolite content based on exchange-related properties (19, 20) . In a CEST experiment, saturated magnetization from exchangeable protons on a pool of biologic molecules is transferred to a much larger pool of bulk water protons (21) . This reduction in water signal results in a concentration-dependent contrast in CEST water images. CEST has been used to measure contrast from numerous endogenous mobile proteins and metabolites (22) (23) (24) (25) in biological tissue, including GAG content in cartilage using the exchange between hydroxyl (-OH) protons on GAG and bulk water protons (GagCEST) (26, 27) . One of the key concerns of current CEST imaging techniques is long imaging times, which often limits acquisition to a single slice (28) . Single-slice assessment may not fully describe the cartilage variation, may miss focal lesions, and may obscure longitudinal changes (29, 30) . Furthermore, GagCEST parameters, such as the time between magnetization preparations, the delay time following the readout, and number of CEST preparations per k-space readout, play a large role in GagCEST contrast and scan times but have received little attention in previous studies.
In this work, we develop a new multislice GagCEST acquisition strategy for rapid and volumetric acquisition of GagCEST maps in articular cartilage. We investigate the effect of various scan parameters on the measured GagCEST asymmetry (GagCEST asym ) to optimize the sequence for scan-time efficiency and maximize GagCES-T asym . To assess the feasibility of whole-joint GagCEST imaging in vivo, the optimized multislice GagCEST protocol was applied to GAG mapping of the ankle in healthy volunteers. Finally, to compare GAG distribution determined with our new GagCEST mapping technique to established methods, we compare the relationship between GagCEST asym with T 1r relaxation times.
METHODS

Multislice CEST Sequence
The multislice CEST pulse sequence is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of a frequency-selective saturation pulse followed by a chemical-shift-selective fat saturation pulse and a segmented radiofrequency (RF) spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR) acquisition with centric phase encoding and interleaved slice-encoding order. This magnetization preparation and readout is followed by a delay and is defined as a shot, which can be repeated for various scan parameters (eg, saturation frequency offsets, segmented k-space acquisitions, averages). To conform to scanner hardware limits, the saturation pulse consists of a train of Hanningwindowed rectangular pulses with short interpulse delays. In this study, a train of 100-ms pulses with a 99% duty cycle was used (99-ms pulse, 1-ms delay). For a saturation train duration of 500 ms, the saturation pulse excitation bandwidth (50%) is 10 Hz with a 1% bandwidth of 40 Hz. The readout acquisition acquired a single line of k-space from each slice before repeating the same slice again. As a result, the effective repetition time (TR) for each slice is the TR for each line multiplied by the number of slices. Centric phase encoding was used to allow the center of kspace to be acquired immediately after the CEST saturation pulse. Multiple partitions (magnetization preparations/multislice readout) could be used to segment k-space across multiple CEST magnetization preparations. Following saturation and acquisition of SPGR segments, a delay is added to allow for T 1 recovery. The same sequence with lower saturation power and shorter duration is used for water saturation shift reference (WASSR) data acquisition (31).
MR Imaging
All imaging experiments were performed on a 7 Tesla (T) whole body scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with a vendor-supplied 32-channel volume RF coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, Massachusetts). CEST imaging experiments used a 500-ms saturation pulse train (100-ms pulses, 99% duty cycle) and a B 1rms of 77 Hz (1.8 mT). Other imaging parameters were: echo time (TE)/TR ¼ 2.3/4.9 ms, eight slices, effective TR for
Pulse sequence diagram for a multislice, CEST-prepared sequence. CEST magnetization preparation involves a frequencyselective saturation pulse consisting of a train of Hanning windowed rectangular pulses with short interpulse delays. This is followed by a chemical shift selective fat saturation pulse and a segmented radiofrequency spoiled gradient recalled readout (SPGR) acquisition with centric phase and interleaved slice-encoding order. The readout acquisition acquires a single line of k-space from each slice before repeating a different k-space line for the same slice again. Multiple partitions (magnetization preparations/multislice readout) could be used to segment k-space across multiple CEST magnetization preparations. The number of k-space lines (j) acquired for each magnetization preparation is equal to the number of phase encodes multiplied by the number of slices (n) and divided by the number of partitions. Following saturation and acquisition of SPGR segments, a delay is added to allow for T 1 Therefore, we acquired CEST images with varying saturation offsets from þ0.6 to þ 1.4 ppm and from À0.6 to À1.4 ppm (relative to water resonance) in 0.13-ppm increments. To remove field-inhomogeneity-induced artifacts in GagCEST maps, B 1 and DB 0 field maps were acquired using the double angle and WASSR methods, respectively (31, 32) . For WASSR images, a 200-ms saturation pulse train with B 1rms of 12.4 Hz (0.3 mT) was used from À0.6 to 0.6 ppm.
Ex Vivo Bovine Knee Imaging
To assess the effect of the multislice GagCEST sequence on GagCEST asym , an immature bovine knee specimen was imaged. Multislice CEST data from eight slices were acquired with a constant shot TR of 10 s, with 1 (2:20), 2 (4:40), 4 (9:20), and 8 (18:40) partitions (shots per kspace readout), and compared with a single-slice acquisition (2:20) . Additionally, CEST scans with 1 partition were repeated with varying shot TR (8.2, 10, 12, and 15 s) to observe their effects on the computed GagCEST asym .
In Vivo Ankle Imaging
All studies were conducted under a Stanford Universityapproved Institutional Review Board protocol. Informed consent from each volunteer was obtained after explaining the study protocol. CEST images were acquired from a healthy volunteer at varying saturation amplitude and duration to empirically optimize the saturation parameters for GagCEST in tibiotalar cartilage. Imaging of the ankle was then performed on 10 healthy controls (6 males, ages 23-51). Eight slices across the tibiotalar cartilage were acquired. For CEST imaging, two partitions were used with a shot TR of 8 s (total imaging time 3:44). Along with B 1 (0:20) and DB 0 (2:40) field maps, the total scan time was approximately 6 min, 44 s. Additionally, T 1r mapping was performed on the same eight slices. T 1r magnetization preparations used a 90 RF pulse followed by two rectangular spin-lock pulses and finally a 90 storing pulse. The spin-lock pulses are phase alternating, to refocus the effect of an inhomogeneous B 1 field (33). T 1r imaging was performed with a spin-lock amplitude of 500 Hz at six spin-lock times (t SL ) (2-60 ms) followed by the same SPGR readout.
Analysis
All image processing and data analysis were performed using in-house written MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, version 8.2, R 2013b) scripts. A B 1 calibration curve for the cartilage tissue was developed from in vivo human tibiotalar cartilage CEST data at varying saturation amplitudes and used in conjunction with B 1 maps to correct for B 1 inhomogeneities. For both ex vivo and in vivo studies, cartilage was manually segmented from morphologic images for analysis. CEST data were corrected for B 0 and B 1 field inhomogeneities using the previously described methods (31, 32) , and the CEST asymmetry resulting from GAG was calculated using the equation
where S 61ppm is the B 0 -corrected signal intensity of images acquired with saturation at 61.0 ppm. Signal to noise ratio was computed as the signal from cartilage in B 0 -corrected images acquired with saturation at þ1.0 ppm (S þ1ppm ) divided by the standard deviation of background noise in the images in which no signal was expected to be present. T 1r maps were constructed by fitting image data at varying t SL to the following equation:
The average GagCEST asym and standard deviation (SD) between slices was calculated for each subject. A coefficient of variation (SD/mean) was computed to observe the variation in GagCEST asym between slices. To compare GagCEST asym to T 1r relaxation time, cartilage in each slice for each volunteer was manually segmented into anterior, medial, and posterior segments. The average GagCEST asym and T 1r values in each of these segments were computed. A Pearson coefficient was computed to observe the correlation between GagCEST and T 1r . Figure 2 shows B 0 and B 1 -corrected GagCEST asym maps of bovine articular cartilage acquired with multislice acquisitions with different numbers of k-space partitions. Increasing the number of partitions, and thus decreasing the amount of k-space lines acquired following each CEST magnetization preparation, increased the measured GagCEST asymmetry. In the evaluated slice, the average GagCEST asym for one, two, four, and eight partitions were 18.3 6 2.6%, 21.0 6 2.5%, 22.0 6 2.3%, and 22.4 6 2.4%, respectively (Figs. 2a-2d) . The average Gag-CEST asym in the cartilage for GagCEST acquired on a single slice was 19.2 6 2.4% (Fig. 2e) , which was higher than the average for one partition but lower than the average GagCEST asym values acquired with two or more partitions. Although the average GagCEST asym increased with the number of partitions, the distribution and standard deviation of GagCEST asym values within the segmented cartilage stayed relatively constant. Figure 2f shows the relationship between GagCEST asym and SNR of cartilage in B 0 -corrected images acquired with a saturation at þ1.0 ppm as a function of the number of partitions. The GagCEST asym and SNR followed a similar trend. Data about GagCEST asym and SNR acquired from a single slice were added as single points on the curve and correlated to GagCEST asym and SNR from approximately 1.3 partitions.
RESULTS
The effect of varying the repetition time between CEST magnetization preparations is shown in Figure 3 . Increasing the shot TR resulted in increased GagCEST asym . In the evaluated slice, the average GagCEST asym was 11.7 6 2.7%, 17.9 6 2.5%, 18.3 6 2.5%, and 19. 3a-3d). Again, the relationship between GagCEST asym and SNR is plotted as a function of shot TR and also follows a similar trend (Fig. 3e) . Additionally, the association between GagCEST asym and time delay from the last acquired readout line and the start of the next CEST magnetization preparation for data acquired with varying partitions and shot TR is shown in Figure 3f .
All healthy volunteers had morphologically intact tibiotalar cartilage on proton-density-weighted MR images as judged by an experienced musculoskeletal radiologist. Figure 4 shows GagCEST asym maps of cartilage between the tibia and the talus for eight slices across the ankle joint of a healthy volunteer. A higher GagCEST asym was observed centrally in the cartilage. Figure 5 shows GagCEST asym maps (Fig. 5a ) and T 1r maps (Fig. 5b) of cartilage between the tibia and the talus in the ankle joint of a healthy volunteer. The cartilage was manually segmented into anterior, medial, and posterior segments (Fig. 5c) , and the average GagCEST asym is plotted as a function of T 1r relaxation time for each segment across eight slices in Figure 5d . For this healthy volunteer, a Pearson correlation coefficient of À0.85 was observed between GagCEST asym and T 1r relaxation time.
For the 10 subjects with no observed cartilage lesions, the average GagCEST asym values stayed relatively constant across slices. A coefficient of variation of GagCES-T asym across slices of less than 15% was observed for all healthy subjects, suggesting fairly uniform GAG content across the tibiotalar cartilage (Table 1) . A similarly low coefficient of variation (<11%) was observed for T 1r relaxation times across slices. Across the 10 subjects, the average GagCEST asym was 8.8 6 0.7%, whereas the average T 1r relaxation time was 49.6 6 2.5 ms. The average GagCEST asym as a function of T 1r relaxation times for cartilage segmented into anterior, medial, and posterior sections across eight slices for all 10 subjects is shown in Figure 6 . Across subjects, there was a Pearson correlation coefficient of À0.58 observed between measured gagCEST asym and T 1r relaxation times.
DISCUSSION
The results of this work demonstrate the feasibility and optimization of multislice GagCEST mapping of articular cartilage. GagCEST contrast from a bovine knee specimen showed that GagCEST asym contrast acquired on eight slices simultaneously was comparable in distribution to that of a single-slice acquisition. Furthermore, the measured GagCEST asym in cartilage was higher in multislice acquisitions with two or more partitions than with single-slice acquisition. This is likely the result of the increase in SNR of CEST magnetization-prepared images. As slice acquisition is interleaved, the effective TR during acquisition for each slice was 39.2 ms (TR x number of slices), resulting in increased SNR. Centric encoding and multiple partitions meant CEST information following the saturation pulse was acquired for low spatial frequencies (center of k-space) well before the cartilage longitudinal relaxation was able to occur, thus preserving CEST contrast.
Ex vivo data also showed that the number of partitions and delay times play a role in the GagCEST asym values. Although the GagCEST contrast was similar, GagCEST asym values increased with an increasing number of partitions. The reasons for this are two-fold. First, increasing the number of partitions results in k-space acquisition closer to the CEST magnetization preparation. Although this reduces the CEST contrast in high spatial frequencies, only a small effect is observed on the overall Gag-CEST asym as low spatial frequencies, which are responsible for most of the SNR that are still acquired close to the CEST magnetization preparation. An increase in GagCEST asym of 1.4% (6.25% of the total Gag-CEST asym ) was obtained when the number of partitions was increased from two to eight. However, the acquisition time increased proportionally to the number of partitions, and thus took four times longer to acquire images with eight partitions than with two partitions.
The other reason GagCEST asym values increased with an increasing number of partitions relates to shot TR. A long shot TR allows for recovery of magnetization following the saturation pulse and recovery of the magnetization at the end of the SPGR readout. Because greater than 192 readout lines are being acquired per each CEST magnetization preparation in all scans performed in this study, we are constrained primarily by the post readout delay. This is shown in Figure 3 . At 7 T, the T 1 of cartilage is approximately 1500 ms; thus, a 7.5-s delay from one CEST saturation pulse to the start of the next one (8 s total) would result in a 99.4% recovery of the saturated magnetization. However, it appears that the GagCEST asym and SNR are considerably reduced when the shot TR is 8200 ms. This is because with one partition, the CEST saturation and SPGR readout require over 8000 ms, leaving less than 200 ms for recovery of the steady-state SPGR signal. However, we see that above 2000 ms, increasing the post readout delay has a minimal effect on the GagCEST asym , while greatly increasing the scan time.
To balance the acquisition time with the integrity of signal from layers of cartilage, two partitions with a shot TR of 8000 ms were used for our in vivo study. This creates for a 7500-ms gap between CEST magnetization preparations and a 3700-ms post readout delay, which allowed our multislice GagCEST sequence to acquire all of the data (CEST, B0, B1) needed to generate highresolution and high-SNR GagCEST asym maps of tibiotalar cartilage in less than 7 min. Additionally, the long delay allows for full magnetization recovery and higher Gag-CEST asym compared with the currently used volumetric 3D GagCEST sequence (27) , which uses short shot TRs that result in substantially lower starting magnetizations and therefore lower SNR.
There was good agreement between GagCEST asym maps and T 1r relaxation maps. Depletion of proteoglycans, and thus GAG, results in increased T 1r relaxation times. As expected, higher GagCEST asym appeared to correlate with lower T 1r values in our volunteers. It should be noted that the cartilage between the tibia and the talus consists of two layers of cartilage separated by joint fluid. However, the layer of joint fluid is thin and is not expected to exhibit a CEST effect, and thus should not be expected to influence the GagCEST asym maps. For the 10 subjects with no observed cartilage lesions studied, the average GagCEST asym values stayed relatively constant across slices, suggesting fairly uniform GAG content across the tibiotalar cartilage (Table 1) . Across the 10 subjects and eight slices per subjects, there was a Pearson correlation of r ¼ À0.58 observed between the measured GagCEST asym and T 1r relaxation times, demonstrating some negative correlation. Similar to GagCEST, proton exchange between GAG hydroxyl protons and bulk water also contributes to T 1r relaxation (34) . However, although GagCEST asym is thought to be affected primarily by GAG concentration, T 1r relaxation is also influenced by dipolar relaxation and translational diffusion, and has been shown to be affected by collagen content and orientation in addition to GAG content, which may affect the correlation.
There are several potential limitations in this study. For comparison purposes, single-slice CEST data were acquired with the same flip angle used for multislice acquisitions. As discussed previously, because the effective TR of the SPGR for the single-slice readout was eight times shorter than that for the multislice readout, this flip angle was likely higher than the optimal flip angle to maximize the SNR and measured GagCEST asym in the single-slice acquisition. Furthermore, the slice thickness used for imaging of tibiotalar cartilage may have resulted in partial volume effects, which may have influenced measurements of GagCEST asym and T 1r relaxation times, particularly at boundaries between bone and cartilage. Similarly, partial volume effects in thinner areas of cartilage could also effect measured values. Additionally, while B 1 inhomogeneities are corrected for in GagCEST asym maps, they are not accounted for in T 1r relaxation times. Variation in B 1 results in higher or lower spinlock amplitudes, which directly affects the T 1r relaxation time. This may have affected the correlation between GagCEST asym and T 1r relaxation times. However, the standard deviation of B 1 values in the tibiotalar cartilage was kept below 10% and is not expected to have a large effect on the measured T 1r relaxation times.
In summary, this work demonstrated the feasibility of rapid volumetric GagCEST mapping of articular cartilage. It was shown that shot TR and the number of partitions are important parameters that must be optimized to balance maximizing GagCEST asym and scan time. Ex vivo experiments were used to observe the effect of the number of partitions and shot TR on SNR and measured GagCEST asym . These results were incorporated into the optimization of scan parameters, to perform GagCEST imaging of the entire tibiotalar ankle joint in under 7 min. Measured Gag-CEST asym was compared with T 1r relaxation times, and a negative correlation was observed as expected. Higher SNR was observed, compared with single-slice acquisitions, which may be beneficial for GagCEST imaging at lower field strengths. Future work to incorporate parallel imaging to further decrease scan times or increase the CEST contrast at higher spatial frequencies would help advance the clinical utility of GagCEST imaging of articular cartilage and allow for whole-joint imaging of larger joints, such as the knee, in more reasonable scan times.
